Quiz
1) A
2) A. Star and Snowflake schema
3) C. Sales in Euros
4) D. All of the above
   a) Slowly changing dimension: address of customers
5) B. Building the ETL (Exact, transform, load) process

Demo
Cloning into 'Ethereum'... fatal: could not read Username for 'https://github.com':
terminal prompts disabled:
Open git terminal
Git config --globbal user.name “your name”
Git config --globbal user.email “your email”
If that doesn’t solve the problem, git clone <your url> directly.
If you enabled GitHub 2-factor verification, you may need to add your git terminal
ssh key to github. You can follow the instructions to do so here:
https://help.github.com/en/github/authenticating-to-github/adding-a-new-ssh-key-to-
o-your-github-account

The jupyter notebook we created in class is at
snippets/college_notebook.ipynb